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Q1 Your overall assessment of the Summer School (just evaluate the
DSE2019 part only if you are a student in the OSE Program)
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Q2 Are you an OSE or DSE student? (i.e. were you admitted via OSE
or by applying to DSE2019 only?)
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Q3 How did you feel about the venue, i.e. the facilities in the room
where the school was held and the larger environment at the Gleacher

Center of the Booth School of Business in downtown Chicago?
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Q4 How did you feel about the venue, i.e. the facilities in the room
where the school was held and the larger environment for the last two

days of the summer school in room 021 of Saieh Hall in the Department
of Economics at the University of Chicago?
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Q5 How did you feel about the overall quality of the instruction?
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31.82% 14
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Q6 What do you think about the level of the course, was it at about the
right level for you?
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Too high: a lot of  challenging material that was too much to absorb so I was lost most of the time

About right: it was a lot of challenging material, but I felt it was about the right level for what I wanted to learn

Too low: teach this at more advanced level or cover more topics, since I was already familiar with most of the material
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31.82% 14

52.27% 23
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Q7 Did you like that the DSE and OSE programs were merged for the
week long DSE2019 summer school?
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Yes: it added
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No: the OSE
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Yes: it added to the overall experience

Neutral: I did not perceive any difference in the OSE and DSE students so it did not matter to me

No: the OSE and DSE students were unequally prepared so combining them reduced the quality of instruction for both
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84.09% 37
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Q8 Did you like that the summer school was done in conjunction with
the conference?
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Yes:  it added to the overall experience

Neutral: the conference was interesting but it may have distracted from the summer school  and made it longer

No: the conference was a bit over my head and made the whole summer school too long
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Q9 Do you think that the DSE2019 summer school should have had
more "lab sessions" or "problem sets" where you can get "hands-on"
instruction in computer programming and using different estimators in

practice?
Answered: 44 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 44
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Yes:  I think more of these sessions would improve the summer school experience

Neutral: I see pros and cons, and think I can learn coding on my own and would rather have more lectures than lab
sessions

About right: I felt the number of labs and topics covered were about right

No:  the summer school is too short and there is too little time to absorb the details of computer coding to justify including
lab sessions that are anything more than playing simulated games or running already coded estimation examples. There
is not enough time to expect that we can do computer programming on our own or understand someone else's code
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Q10 How did you feel about the breadth of topics/methdologies
presented?
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Very satisfied: a good balance of topics, methods, and instructor orientations

Somewhat satisfied: there were some really useful lectures, but too much was covered  too fast to really absorb well

Neutral:  I liked some topics but  felt I could ignore topics I was not so interested in

Somewhat dissatisfied: too much material was covered,  and the connections between the lectures were inaequate or
unclear

Very dissatisfied: too narrow or too unfocused to be useful to me
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